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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Origin of Problem

The Mathematic s Section of the Indiana State Teachers'

Association sponsors a contest in mathema tics each year.

The committee in charge of the 1934 geormtry contest pro

posed that a study be nade of the test papers and that the

results of such study be made available to the mathematics

teachers of the state.

The mastery of plane geometry involve s the acquirement

of certain special abilities which are logically divided into

f'our groups, the ability to acquire the necessary concepts,

the ability to solve construction exercises, the ability to

solve algebraic problems and the ability to give formal

proof's. Each of these groups may be sUbdivided. It is

eviden t tha t if' we propose to study the accomplishment of

studen ts in geometry, tests must be constructed which measure

the student's progress in each of these special abilities,

and the results of such test s studi ed in the ligh t of' the

type of' abili ty each is designed to test. The examination

used -in this con test was constructed with this purpose in

mind. It included concepts and definitions, practical appli

cations, construction wol"k and four methods of' proof. The

first problem of this study is to determine the progress stu

dents in gBneral are making toward the acqUirement of these

abilities. This is an important issue since mathematics

teachers must know definitely wherein they are failing and

1
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and .wherein they are ~ucceeding if th~y hope to improve

teaching methods.
, .

There i~ an increa~ing demand that the subject matter

. taught in high school have a practical value. It must be of

such a nature that it will function in life si tuations. The

emphasis is changing from sUbject matter for the sake. of

knowing it, to sUbject matter that develops and teaches boys

and girls in the art of thinking and li ving. It, therefore,

is the method of thinking that is important rather than the

memorization of facts. Geometry can meet this demand if

greater emphasis is placed on the use of the important methods

o.f formal proof and less emphasis on the reproduction of formal

demonstrations given in the text book. To ascertain whether

th~s shift of emphasis has actually been made or not the exam

ination was constructed so that the student was obliged to use,

or attempt to use, each of tbur methods of proof, namely, syn

thetic, analytic, algebraic and indirect. The second problem

proposed in this study 1s to determine the extent to which

students can use these four methods of proof.

In any course in mathemat ic s, student s make certain

specific errors known as type errors. These errors may be

due to the inherent nature of the work: or to the method by

which the material is taught. If the same error is made by

several students it 1s evident that s:>mething is wrong nth

the instruction and that corrections: must be made. The success

ful teacher will de:t;ermine the cause of the repetition of the

given ,error and attempt to rEinove the dit.eieulty by remedial
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teaching. However, Imlch time and energy can be saved if

the teacher mows in advance wha t errors are likely to occur

and does the so-called lfre~dial teachingt' in the first

teaching. In this study we, therefore, propose to determi.ne

the· errors that are likely to occur in plane geometry, in the

hope tha t the knowledge of such errors will improve the

teaching of the sub ject.

We feel that through knowle dge 0 l' th.e degree to which

studen ts have acquire d the specifi c abili ties, the degree to

which they can use the methods of proof, and the errors that

are made, 'ihe-t certain nee ded chang es in the teaching of

geometry will be revealed.

The major problems p,roposed by this study are summarized

and re-stated as 1bllows:

1. To detem1ne the order of accomplishment of pupils,

en tering the state geometry contest, in the four

major objectives in geometry, namely, the ability to

acquire the necessary concepts, the abili ty to solve

the construction exercises, the ability to solve

algebraic problems and the ability to give for.mal

proofs.

2. To detennine the extent to which these studen ts

understand, and show a bili ty to use, the four metho ds

of geometrical proof, namely, the synthetic method,

analytic method, algebraic method and indirect method.

3. To determine types of errors made on the test.

4. To recommend needed changes in the teaching of
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geometry as revealed by the s,tudy.

B. Descriptiono~ the Test

The examination was comprehensive in scope. It in-
,

cluded the important types of work taught in plane geometry,

such as concepts and definitions, practical applications,

construction work and four methods of proof, namely, synthet

ic, algebraic, analytic and indirect. The test was of such

length tha t no student could finish in two hours. Since it

was to be used as a contest examination, it was necessary

that it be constructed to test superior students. However,

it contained only the fundamental types of work which should

be taught in any well organized course in plane geOI119 try.

The principal aims of the examination were, (1) to test

the student's understanding of the fundamental concepts,

(2) to test his abili ty to solve construction exercises,

(3) to test his abili ty to apply algebraic methods to the

solution of geometric problems, (4) to test his ability to

gi ve formal proofs.



II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUSLY WRITTEN MATERIAL

RELATING'ID THE PROBLEM

A.. General Objecti ves in th.e Teaching of Geometry

'. .
Before we can detennine the accomplishment of student s

in plane geometry we must study the obj ecti ves to be reache d,

and then measure our progress by the degree to which these

obj ecti ves have been attained. Q.uotations from men who have

made definite contributions to th~ t@aching of geometry are

as follows:

1. Hassler, I., 0., and Smith, R. R., Teaching of
Secondary Mathemati'cs (MaCmillan, 1930), p."297.

"We should teach demonstrative geometry mainly as

a course in re,soning and aim to develop powers and

habits of care ful, accurate and independent thinking

rather than to present the subject as a finished model

of deductive logic. We believe that geonetry may be

made the basis of study of the methods of reasoning

which will be used in any field where the necessary

facts are at hand. It

2. Upton,C. B., Fifth. Yearbook of the National G01Ulcil
2f Teachers Ef. Mathematics {l93"OY;-p. 132.

ffOur great aim in the ten th. year is to teach the

nature of deductive proof and to furnish pUPils with a

model for all their life thinking. tt

3. Stone, :1". G., and Mallory, V. S., Modern Plane Geomet:rv
(Sanborn), Preface. ~

",One of the main purposes of tgeome ry is to deve lop
the power to analyze and reason. tt

5
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4. Smith) D. C.) and Reeve, W. D.• , ~ Teaching ~
Junior~ School Mathem tics (GJ.nn and Company,
192'7); p. 229.

"The real purpose of' the sUbj ect is suggested more

by'the word 'demonstrative' than by the word 'geometry' •
•The chief pUIpose o:r this part of mathematics is to lead

the pupil to understand what it is to demonstrate some

thing, to prove a statement logically, to 'stand upon the

vantage ground 0 f truth' ."

5. Christofferson, H. C., Geometrl Professionalized far
Teachers (George Banta Publishing Company, 1933},.? 28.

"The pUIpose of teaching demon stra ti ve geometry in

the senior high school is not primrily to give the

student information concerning the facts of space rela

tionsh1p~••• The outstanding contribution of geometry,

the element whiob. has made it interesting to thinking

men for 4000 years, the pa rt Which thrill s ob.ildren when

it is correotly taught, is its logical structure, its

organized reasoning with simple concepts, its inherent

possib1litiesfor producing in children the satisfaction

ot significant achievement. Geometry achieves its highest

possibilities if, in addition to its direct and practical

usefulness) it can establish a pattern of reasoning; if it

can develop the power to think clearly in geometric situa

tions and to use the same discrimination in non-geometric

situations; if it can develop the power to generalize with

caut.ion from specific cases, and to realize the force and

all....inclus·iveness of' deductive statements; if' it can

develop an appreciation of the place and function of
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definitions and postulates in th~ proof of any conclu

sion, geometric or non-geometric; if it can develop an
,

atti tude 01' mind which tends' always to analyze si tua tions,

to' understand their inter-relationships, to question
.

hasty conclusions, to express clearly, precisely, and

accurately, non-geometric as well as geometric ideas."

6. Shibli, ~., Recent Developments in the Teaching 2!
Geonetry {J. shihli, Publisher, I1132."'}'""; p. 213.

Dr. Shibli made a study of the presen t aims of teaching

geometry. He prepared a list of general aims compiled from

various sources. Without attempting to classity these aims

he sought to determine the relative importance 01' the aims by

submi tting the list to three hundred persons, one hundred

leaders in the field of secondary mathematics who had contri

buted articles on the teaching 0 f geOIlE try to magazines J and.

two hundred students at sumner school who had had experience

as teachers 01' geometry. Each group was asked to select

seven object1 ves which they consider most important and to

list them in the order of importance. Dr. Shibli's conclu-

sions were,

rtBoth studies show that there has been a marked

trend away from prepara tion tor college entrance exam

ination, and towards preparation for actual life; away

from tormal discipline through the memorization of model

proofs, and towards independent thinking and the power.

of discovery; away from making mathematicians and towards

making intelligent ai tizens. The training of the mind is
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still the supreme aim; but the method of attaining it

has completely changed. Modern tea cher s no longer seek,

to train the mind through the knowledge of geometric

facts and formal proofs; but through the mastery of pro

cesses and methods, and the cultivation of habi ts and

ideals and powers that are effective in the life of the

individual. "

The objectives of teaching geometry given by the various

authors in the field may be summarized in the following list:

1. To furnish a course in reasoning.

2. To develop powers a~d habits of careful, accurate and

independent thinking.

3. To teach the nature of deductive proof and to furnish

pupils with a model for all their life thinking.

4. To de~elop the power to analyze and reason.

5. To establish a pattern of reasoning.
I

6. To develop the power to think clearly.

7. To develop mental attitudes that are needed in life

si tuations.

> 8. To develop the habi t of clear and precise expression.

B. Definition of Each of the Four Methods of Proof

Dr. David Eugene Smith and Dr. William D. Reevel make

the distinction between the analytic and synthetic methods

very clear in the following quotation, "Analysis and

iH. C,Christofferson, .Geometry Professionalized f2!.
Teachers (George Banta Publishing Co., 1933), p. 54.
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synthesis are terms oommonly used in,ohemistry. A ohemist

analyzes a substanoe and perhaps disoovers that it oontains
,

iron, sulfur and oxygen. That is, ,he puts a sample in a test

tUbe, a' beaker or a retort, and sUb'jeots it to various pro

oesses in order to break it down into simpler oompounds or

elements. Synthesis in ohemistry refers to putting together

of elements or oompounds by subjeoting them to various pro

oesses in order to make some new desired produot. Frequently,

in faot usually, a synthetio prooess is suggested by and

follows analysis. In other words analysis is a breaking down

process used to disoover something, and synthesis is a building

up prooess based on analysis and used to produce a desired

produot. In geometry, analysis is the mental prooess of

tearing down a geometrio statement to disoover the relation-

ships upon whioh its truth or existenoe depends."

Dr. Arthur Sohul tze2 make s the following assertion,

"Synthetio method leads from the known to the unknown, while

the analytic method prooeeds from the unknown to the known.

In geometry a synthetic plOof starts from the hypothesis and

ends.with the oonclusion, while an analysis leads from the

oonclusion to the hypothesis. In a synthesis we say: A is

true, therefore B is true and there fore C is true. In an

analYsis we reason: C is true if B is true and B is true if

A is true. But A is true, hence C is' true."
."A synthesis shows that every step is true, but does not

2
',Arthur Sohultze, 1!!!. Teaohing £! Mathematios !!!

;Secondary Sohools (~om111an Company, 1912), p. 30.
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explain why this step was taken. A synthetic proof convinces

the reader that the fact to be demonstrated is true, but does
, .

not reveal to him the real plan o~ the demonstration, does not

tell him why the sequence o~· arguments was selected. Proofs
I

are not discovered by the synthetic method and if forgotten,

synthetic demonstrations are most difficult to reconstruct.

But synthetic proof's are usually short and elegant, and are in

place When no pedagpgical conditions need to be considered.~

"An analysis, on the other hand, is lengthy and not

elegant, but it is the only method that accou~ts fully for

each step of the demonstration. It is the only method by

which a student can hope to discover proof's, or to re-discover

them af'ter they are forgo tten. Analysis is the method of dis

covery, synthesis is the method of concise and elegant presen

tation. Students in secondary schools Should be made to dis

cover demonstrations by analysis, but after this has been

accomplished the proof may be represented synthetically."

Dr. Clifford Brewster upton$ defines the indirect

method of proof by saying, "When the tru th of a pro/position

is established by showing that to assume its contradic tory

as true leads us to a conclusion which is known 10 be f'alse,

the proposition whose truth is thus de11Dnstrated is said to

be proved indirectly. The conclusion resulting from assuming

the con.tradiotory proposition true is considered false or
.

absurd if it is inconsistent with something preViously accepted'

Z
Clifford Brewster Upton, "The Use of Indirect Proof in

Geo:m.etry and Life," Fifth Yearbook of National Council o~
Teachers e! Mathenatics, pp. 10~. - -
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as t;r'll~, th.at is, if it oontradicts t~e given data, some

axiom or postulate, or SOm9 previously provee theorem."
,

The algebraic method of proofihnvolves the use of alge-

c. Relative Importanoe of Eaoh Method of Proof in the

Thinking of the Individual After Completing the Course

The analytic and indirect m9thods of proof are the most

important a1'3 tools, or methods of reasoning useful to the

individual in actual life si tuations. In the analytic method

he learns to examine all the known facts concerning a problem,

to distinguish between important and irrelevant facts and.

reason step by step until he discovers a solution to the

problem. These are the steps which must be followed in ,.

solVing the many perplexing pro blems 0 f li fe • As has been

pointed out, the analytic method is a method of discovery

while the synthetic method is a method of presentation. It is

important that an individual be able to discover solutions
.

for his problems and that he use these solutions to the better-

ment of his own .happiness and the happiness of his associates.

A 'training inlogi cal processes ;.11aJ; as necessary for the
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average oitizen as study in other fields of sUbject matter.

He cannot draw valid conclusions in other fields unless he

has had some training in logical processes. Geometry fur-
'.

nishes the best available material for this training because

(1) it varies from the simplest to the most complex, (2) it

starts wi th few assumptions and builds a body of established

truths which can be used to establish still further truths,

~3) the student is led to believe in reason and is made to

feel the value of a demonstration, (4) the student realizes

the possibilities of detecting fallacies and receives

training in analysis of argument for, such, (5) the authority

of the propositions, which are established by his reasoning

from the simple axioms, appeal to the student.

The main purpose of teaching the indirect method of

proof is not to enable the student to understand the indirect

proof encountered in his work in geometry but rather to eq~ip

him with a tool, a method of reasoning, applicable in def

initelife situations after leaving school. In life he will

have many opportunities to use the indirect method. He needs

to become so familiar wi th the method as practiced with

geometrical materials that it Will become a part of his

reasoning process to the end tha tit will function in non

geometric situations.

The algebraic method may be used to a good advantage to

introduce formal demonstrations. The students are familiar

Wi th the terms and processes used in algebra and therefore

are able to understand a formal proof introduced by use of an
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algebraic method. This serves to lea~ the pupil to a olearer

oonoeption of 'the new faots of geometry. The use of the al-
,

gebraio method helps ix> unify algebra and geometry. Students
" .

are able to see the interrelationship of the subjeots. It

assists students in retaining the faots learned in algebra.

It gives a praotioal applioation to alga bra. Many theorems

oapable of proof by other methods, oan be proven more readily

by the algebraio method. Students and teaohers like the method

beoause it is definite. Many theorems neoessary for proving

oertain other theorems involving analytio or synthetio methods

oan be proven by the algebraio method.

Until reoently the synthetio method has reoeived greater

emphasis than the other methods. However, reoently there has

been a shift of emphasis from the synthetic method to the ana

lytio and indirect methods. This shifting of the emphasis is

not to the discredit of the synthetio method. It is important

in that it teaches definite, clear presentation of the facts

concerning a given situation. This ability is used to oon

vince others of value of a project or theory. The synthetic

method is the easiest since it is direct with known faots as

basis. It is fundamental in that it is the method of presenta

tion of the proof frequently discovered by some other method.

The analytic and synthetic methods are interrelated in

tha t each is necessary to make the finished produot. The ana

lytic method is the method of discovery. It is the tool by

which the student attacks the theorem or original exercise.

The student, through the logical reason,ing of analysis
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discovers a proof to a given exerc ise ~ After having discov

ered the proof, he must present his findings in clear, concise

and orderly form. To do this he must have at his disposal the
"

synthetic method. It is important that an individual after

having discovered a truth, be able to convince others of his

findings. Therefbre, the analysis should be followed by a

synthetic demonstra tion in every case. Eaoh method is impor

tant but used for a different purpose. The analytic method is

the method of discovery. The synthetic method is the method

of presentation of the proof discovered.



III. VALIDITY OF THE TEST

A. Validity

Pr6fessor G. M. RuCh l defines validity ttas the degree

to which' the test parallels the actual flow of instruction,

and of the care exercised in choosing important materials,' in

excluding non-essentials, and in producing a correct balance

of material used in the examination. tt We shall examine this

test and determine to what degree it measure s up to the

standard set out in Ruch's definition. The teachers of plane

geometry throughout the state use Modern Plane Geometrl. by

~ohn R. Clark and Arthur S. Otis as the basic text. They

are also required to follow rather closely the state course

of study in plane geometry. Therefore it can be assumed that

if this test contains material selected from these two

sources, it will "parallel the actual flow of instruction."

Table I presents data showing the source from which the test

material was selected. The second column gives the page in

Clark-Otis Modern Plane Geometry on which the problem, exer

cise or theorem of each item of the test is treated. In

many Cases the same problem or theorem is used in the test as

found in the text, while in other cases the facts which are

necessary to the solution of the test element are given. The

third column of the same table shows the page in the state

course of study on which plans are given for the teaching of

the material used in the various items. A study of this

ld. M. Ruch, !!i2 Objective 2!.~-~ Examination
(Scott, Foresman and Company, 1929), p. 40.

15
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TABLE L

THE SOURCE ·FROM WHICH THE MATERIAL OF SECTION ONE
OF THE TEsr WAS SELECTED

Page on Which Same Page on Which Same Ma-
Test Item Material is Given in terial is Outlined in

State Adopted Text State Course of Study
,

1 127 60,61
2 207 64,65
3 182 64,65
4 34 54,55
5 127 60,61

6 184 64,65
7 34 54,55
8 20g 64,65
g 34 54,55

10 34 54,55

11 138 60,61
12 72 56,57
13 6g 56,57
14 184 64,65
15 207 64,65

16 1 54,55
17 128 60,61
18 122 60,61
19 223 66,67
20 67,14,35 54,55,56,57

21 67,183 56,57,64,65
22 127 60,61
23 154 60,61
24 35 54,55

,25 106 58,5g

26 20g 64,65
27 4,18,264 54,55,68,6g
28 154 60,61
2g 34 54,55
30 121,122 60,61

31 83 56,57
32 183 64,65
33 38 54,55
34 84 56,57
35 143 60,61

r

~
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table reveals that the materials used ,in the test have been

carefully selected from the guides used by the teachers of

the state. The test is, therefore, valid from the standpoint
"

that it measures what it claims to measure.

Four types of material were included in the test, namely,

thirty-five informational exercises, fifteen algebraic

problems, nine construction exercises, and six formal proofs.

Since these are the essential types of work taught in plane

geometry, and since there is a sufficient sample of each used,

it is evident that a correct balance of material was obtained.

TABLE II

THE SOURCE FROM WHICH THE MATERIAL OF SECTION TWO
OF THE TEST WAS SELECTED

Page on Which Same Page on Which Same Ma-Test Item Material is Given in terial is Outlined in
State Adopted Text State Course of StUdy

1 34 54,66
2 188,189 64,65
3 162,163 62,63
4 46,80 54,55,56,57
5 139,189 60,61,64,65

6 86,184,95 56,57,64,65
7 83,188 56,57,64,65
8 35,188 54,55,64,659 95,224 56,57,66,6710 283 68,69

11 44 54,55
12 34,53,263 54,55,68,69
13 35,40,41 54,55
14 86,34 54,55,56,5715 80 56,57



TABLE III

THE SOURCE FROM WHICH THE MATERIAL OF SECTION THREE
OF THE TEST VIAS, SELECTED

TABLE IV

THE SOURCE FROM WHICH THE MATERIAL OF SECTION FOUR
OF THE TEST WAS SELECTED

Page on Which Same Page on Which Same Ma-
Test Item Material Is Given in terial Is Outlined in

State Adopted Text state Course of Study

1 155 62,63

2 67,114 56,57,58,59

3 64,96,168 56,57,58,59

4 69 56,57

5 80,86,100 56,57

6 185 64,65

18

60,61
62,63
58,59
64,65
60,61

62,63
60,61
60,61
60,61

Page on Which Same Ma
terial Is Out~ined in
State Course of study

135
155,156
104
184
152

164
147,148
148
127

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Page on Which Same
Test Item Material Is Given in

State Adopted Text



B. Reliability,

P:vofessor G. M. Ruchl makes ,the assertion that, ttRelia-

bili ty is guaranteed in two principal ways : (a) objectivi ty

ot scoring and (b) extended sampling (length of test)."

Section I consisted of mUltiple choice items, with four

possible responses to each item. Each item was so con

structed that only one of the responses was correct. Only

one answer was correct for each of the fifteen problems of

Section II). Keys,2 stating the exact answers to the items

of the first and second sections, were furnished. This

arrangemant insured objectivity of scoring. The scoring

of the other two sections was less objective. However,

samples of correct constructions were furnished for section

III ~ and samples 0 f correct fb nnal proofs were furnished

for section, IV. A complete list of rules and regulations

for grading papers covering the entire test was also fUr

nished. It)therefore)is evident that every possible pre

caution was taken to make the scoring obj ective.

Sutfic ient evidence has already bee n given to show

that the test was long enough to insure a good sampling of

the material taught in plane geoIJEtry.

lG. Me. RUCh, The Objective or ~ew-~ Examination
{Soott, Foresman and Company, lemr);-p.~

2See Appendix, Part,C.



IV. lVlETHOD OF ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS

A. A Study of Responses Given to Each It'em of Section I

,
Section I of the test consisted of thirty-five multiple

"

choice items. The four possible responses to each item were

listed as a, b, c, and d, respectively. Students were asked

to place the letter representing the correct response in the

space provided at the right-hand margin of the paper. Since

the response which the student selected as the correct re...

sponse was the only reaction we had concerning his thinking,

it was necessary to confine our analysis to a stUdy of the

responses given to each item. This stUdy was made by deter

m.;i.ning the per cent of students that gave "a" as the answer,

per cent that gave "b" as the answer, per cent that gave "c tt

as the answer, per cent that gave "d" as the answer and the

pero:ent omitted, for each of the thirty-five items. The

items were ranked according to difficulty. The item answered

correctly by the smallest per cent of students was considered

the most difficult and given the rank of one. A study of the

tabular data collected from this analysis was made to deter

mine significant errors made by the group.

B. A Study of Answers Given Each Problem of Section II

Section II consisted of fifteen problems. Students were

asked to place the answer, Which they obtained by solving the

problem, in the space provided at the right"hand margin of

the page. They were not required to show their work. The

answers were the only evidence we had of their thinking. It,

20
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therefore, was necessary to confine the analysis of this sec

tion to the study of the answers. The per cent 0 l' correc t an

swers to each of the f'1 fteen pro bleInS was found. A li st of

incorrect answers which oocurred frequently was made and the

per cent of oocurrenoe caloulated. The per cent omi tted was

also detennined. The pro blems were ranked according to dif

ficulty. A study of' the tabular data collected from this

analysis ~as made to determine significant errors. To deter

mine the errors in the solution of the problem the incorrect

answers given to each problem were examined. Many times it

was necessary to solve the problem incorreotly in order to

arrive at the answer obtained by the student. This process

usually revealed the error made. Consequently this technique

made it possible to point out speoifically the errors made in

methods of obtaining the results.

C. A Study of Cons true tion Given to Each

Exercise of Section III

Section III required the drawing of' the construotions for

nine exercises. Space was provided for each drawing. This

made poss ible a very care:t'ul study of each construction since

all the work of the student was gi. ve n. Each exercis e was

studied by (1) ohecking the constructions that were correct in

all details, (2) checking the constructions that were correct

in only certain details, (3) checking constructions wrong in.

all details.. A classification of the details in which the

constructions were wrong was made. From this classification

certain errors were noted. By determining the per cent correct
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in all details the exeroises were ranked aooording to diffi

oulty as in other 'seotions.

D. A study of Formal Proofs.Given to Eaoh

Theorem of Seotion IV

Seotion IV required the writing of six oomplete formal

proofs. A statement of the theorem and the drawing required

for the theorem were given in eaoh exeroise. The purpose of

this was to seoure uniformity of lettering and thus reduoe the

diffioulties in reading and sooring the papers. Students were

infor.med in the direotions at the beginning of Seotion IV that

the proof should be elear, oonoise and oomplete to be accept

able. They were required to use the analytic method in the

third theorem and the indirect method in the fourth. No re

quirements were made oonoeming the method to be used in the

other four theorems, however, they were lead to use the syn

thetic and algebraio methods by the nature of the theorems.

To asoertain the extent to which students understand and

show abilitytouse the four methods of geometrical proof, a

careful, study was made of eaoh proof given by the students.

The proofs were classified into four classes, proof satisfac

tory, proof not satisfaotory, proof omitted, and proof at

tempted by another method. If the student showed sUffioient

eVidenoe of understanding the method involved and showed abil

ity to use it, although some minor error was made, it was

entered as proof satisfaotory. If a student gave a good proof

to a theorem by use of a method other than the one he was asked
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to use, it was not entered as proof sa.tisfactory but entered

as proof attempted by another method. It is evident, for

example, that if a student deliberately ignores the directions
"

to use the analytic method and attempts the proof by the syn-

thetic method, he does not understand the analytic method.

E. The Per Cent of Accomplishment on Each

Section of the Test

Section I measured the student's ability to acquire the

necessary concepts, Section II measured the ability to solve

problems, Section III measured the ability to solve construc

tion exercises, and Section IV measured the ability to give

formal proofs. In order to determine the order of accomplish

ment of pupils, entering the contest, in these four major abil

ities it was necessary to work out some type of accomplishment

ratio for each section of the test. Since we had in the other

analyses the percentage of correct responses to each item of

the section, it was discovered that the average of these per

centages represented the per cent of correct responses for the

entire section. The avera~ per cent of correct answers was

calculated by this plan for each section of the test and used

as a basis for comparison of the results on the four sections.



-V. PRESEN TA TION OF DATA

The chief' purpose of the analysis of Seotion I of the

test was to asoertain the extent -to whioh students know the

fundamental oonoepts and definitions taught in plane geometry

and also to disoover signifioant errors. Sinoe this seotion

was oomposed of mUltiple ohoioe items, eaoh item was analyzedby

determining the number of students who gave the "a" response,

the number who gave the "b" response, the number who gave the~"

response, the number who gave the "d" re sponse, and the number

who omi tted the item. For example in the item, "The loous of

all points one inch distant from a oirole with a 2-inoh dia

meter is (a) a oirole, (b) a line, (0) two oiroles, (d)a;cirole

and a point, tt one hundred forty-one gave "a" as the oorreot re

sponse, three gave ttb tt , eighty-six gave "0", thirty-eight gave

ttd", and thre~ omitted it. In order to make oomparisons these

readings were ohanged to per oents by dividing eaoh by two hun

dred seventy-one, the total number of papers. The result s then

read, fifty-two per oent "a lt , one per oent "b", thirty-two per

oent "0", fourteen per oent ltd", one per oent omitted.

-The comple te reoord 0 f this analysis is given in the fol

lOWing table. The example just given is the first item listed

in the table. The firs t oolumn gi ves the exaot oopy of the

item as it appeared in the test, the seoond oolumn gives the

rank of the ite~ according to diffioulty, the other oolwnns of

the table show the per cent of responses for eaoh of the pos':'

sible answers. '!'he oorrect answer i sindi oa ted by a star in

the column, the heading of which represen ts the oorreot resp:mse.

24
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Per Cent of Responses,Rank 1----,.---.,..---,...---,- _

TABLE V

THE PER CENT OF OCCURRENCE OF EACH OF THE FOUR
RESPONSES TO EACH ITEM OF SECTION ONE,

GEOMETRIC CONCEPTS

1

5

1

2

2

2

7

D Omitted

5 33

ABC

9 21 *61

52 1 32 *14

33 3 32 *26

20 *40 33 2

24 15 *45 15

11 *51

20 21 *55

Item

*Per cent of oorrect responses.

5. The locus of all points 1
inch distant from a circle
with a 2-inch diameter is
(a) a circle, (b) a line
(c) two circles, (d) a circle
and a point ••••.•••.•••.••••• 1

6. If two sides of one triangle
are equal respectively to two
sides of another triangle and
the included angles are sup
plementary, the triangles are
(a) congruent, (b) equilat
eral, (c) similar, (d) equal. 2

33. Lines are concurrent if they
(a) are everywhere equally
distant, (b) intersect in one
point), (c) lie in the same
plane, (d) ·form a triangle... 3

20. The number of lines required
in drawing the altitudes,
medians, and angle bisectors
in an isosoeles triangle is
(a) five, (b) six, (c) seven,
(d) nine..................... 4

17. The number of point s a given
distanoe from two intersec
timg lines is (a) two
(b). four, (0) one, (d) any
n'Uinber. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5

14. If an angle of a triangle is
unchanged but each of the two
inoluding sides is doubled,
the area is (a) two times,
(b) three times, (c) four
times, (d) five times as
grea t. · · . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6

30. The locus of the hub of a
Wheel turning on a level
straight-away is (a) two
lines, (b) a circle, (c) a
straight line, (d) several
circles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
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TABLE V. (Continued)

*Per cent Qf correct ~esponses.

2

7

o

8 *73

3 *78

5 *767

8 *71 16 3

3 *80 16 0

5 *85 9 1

15

12

32. The area of the largest tri
angle that can be inscribed
in a semiCircle

2
whose radius

is ffr"2is (a) r
3

, (b) r 3 ,
(c) "2r , (d ) 2r •.•..•..••••• 8 *63 4 26 4 3

34. \Vhen the shadow of a flag
pole is longer than the pole
itself, the sun's rays strike
the earth at an angle of
(a) less than 45~, (b) 45~,
(c) more than 45 , (d) 90 ••• 9.5 *68 4 16 9

11. The locus of the mid-points
of parallel chords in a
circle is (a) a circle,
(b) tangents at the end
points, (c) the perpendic
ular bisector of one of the
chords, (c) the center of
the circle ••.•••.•••••.•••••• 9.5 13 4 *68 12 3

21. The median of a triangle di
vides the triangle into two
triangles that are (a) isos-
celes, (b) equal, (c) con
gruent, (d) equilateral •••••• 11

10. An angle that is nine times
as large as its complement is
(a) 9°0 (b) 80°, (c) 162°,
(d) 81 •..................... 12

23. The acute ang]. e formed by the
hands of the clock at 2:00
P.M. is (a) 30°0 (b) 45°,
(c) 60°, (d) 90 •••••.••••••• 13

16. The authors of the Indiana
state adopted text in geom-
etry are (a) Clark and Nyberg
(b) strater and Upton,
(c) Clark and otis,
Cd) Nyberg and Otis •••••••••• 14

26. It a proportion, m/n.v/w, has
been rearranged to read
w/v:n/m, it has been re-
arranged by (a) SUbstitution,
(b) inversion, (c) alterna
tion, (d) subtraction•••••••• 15

24. The supplelEnt of an angle of
86 degrees, is .(a) 40, (b) 940
(0) 104°, ,Cd} 1840••••• P •••• 16.5



24.5 '*r:Jl 4

15 *85

22.5 *r:J0
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1

3

r:J

4

3

1 *88

2

2 3 *88

3 2 *88

6 *88

6

? 4

7

3

7

4

5 *r:Jl

22.5

24.5

TABLE V. (Continued)

*Per cent of correct responses.

2. In the proportion, m/x-x/y,
the x is calied the
(a)'fourth proportional,
(b) mean proportional,
(c ) third proportional,
(d) consequent •••.••••••••••• 16.5

8. Iftqe proportion, 7/r:J=5/m,
has been rearrange d to read
7/5=r:J/m, it was rearranged by
(a) inversion, (b) substitu
tion, (c) sUbtraction, (d) al-
ternation •••••••••-.•••.•.•.•• lr:J.5
If two lines are cut by a
transversal making the oppo-
site interior angles eq.ual,
they are (a) oblique, {b) per
pend1cular, (c) paralle~,

(d) equal .
A proportion is defined as
(a) ratio, (b) a statement
regarding similar figures,
(c) any fractional equation,
(d) an equality or two ratios.
Three angles or one triangle
equal respectively to three
angles or another triangle
make the triangles (c) con
gruen t, (b) equal, (c) regu-
lar, (d) similar ••••..•••..••
The locus of all points a
given distance from a given
line segment is (a) two par-
allel lines (b) two semi
circles, (c) two c~rcles,
(d) two parallel line seg
ments and two semicircles ••••
The number of triangles that
can be constructed on a fixed
base, MN, with an altitude or
six inches is (a) one,
(b) two, (c) none, (d) indef-
ini tenumber •••••••••••••••••

1. The locus of point s equidis
tant from a given point is
(a) line, (b) a circle,
(c) an angle, (d) a point ••••

7. The complement of an angle of
n degrees is equal to
(a) r:JOo '- n, (b) 1800 - n,
(c) n~goo, (d) n 1800 ••••••

22.

12.

15.

lr:J.

31.
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2

28

1

3

61

3 *94

1 *94

1 1

1 *96

*97 3

5

1

1

4. Two angles. of, any right tri
angle are (a) supplementary,
(b) 'complementary, (c) equal,
(d) obtuse................... 26

13. If two lines in a plane are
perpendicular to the same
line, they are (a) parallel,
(b) equal, (c) bisected,
(d) perpendicular, to each
othe r. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . .. 27

TABLE v. (Continued)

*Per cent of correct responses.

25. The sum of the interior
angles of a polygon equals
(a) two straight angles,
(b) two rightangles,
(c) (n - 2) righ tangles,
(d) (n - 2) straight angles •• 28.5

28. An inscribed angle is formed
by (a) two radii, (b) two
chords intersecting Within
the circle, (c) two secants
intersecting outside the
circle, (d) two chords in
tersecting on the circum-
fa ren ce·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 28 .5

27. A polygon with six equal sides
is called a (a) decagon,
(b) octagon, (c) pentagon,
(d) hexagon•••••••••••••••••• 30 1

35. A circle may be inscribed in
any (a) triangle, (b) quadri
lateral, (c) pentagon,

. (d) hexagon•••••••••••••.•••• 31.5 *97
3. The area of any parallelogram

is equal to (a) the sum of
the sides, (b) the product of
the two sides, (c) the product
ot its base and altitude,
(d) half the product of its
base and altitude •••••••••••• 31.5

9. The sum of all the angles
formed on one side of a line
at a given po in t on the line
is. (a)a straight angle,
(b) an acute angle, (c6 a
rignt angle, (d) a 360 angle 33.5 *98
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TABLE V. (Continued)

ag. One third of a straight angle
is (a) gO degrees, (b) 120
degrees, (0) 30 degrees,

33.5 1 1 *g8(d) 60 degrees ••••••••••••••
18. A oentral angle in a oirole

is formed by (a) two radii,
(b) two seoants, (0) two I

ohords, (d) a diameter and
tangent ..................... 35 *gg 1

*Per cent of oorreot responses.

On the average 78.8% of the responses to Seotion I

were oorreot. This peroentage is gratifying beoause it

shows that students in general have a fair understanding of

the geometrio oonoepts and definitions. However, there are

oertain outstanding errors revealed by the preoeding table

whioh are worthy of mention. In the first item it will be

noted that only fourteen per oent gave the oorreot response,

"a oircle and a point," while fifty-two per cent gave "a

oirole." One hundred forty-one students or fifty-two per

oent did not oomprehend that, sinoe the loous was an inoh

distant from the oirole, the point, the oenter of the oirole

satisfies the oonditions of the loous just as the points on

the outer oirole. In locus problems students frequently do

not oomprehend that all points that fulfill the given oondi

tion lie on the l(!)ous. There is a tendenoy to omit part of

the loous.

In the item, "If two sides of one triangle are equal

respeotively to two sides of another triangle and the in

oluded angles are supplementary, the triangles are (a) oon

gruent, (b) eqUilateral, (0) similar, (d) equal," thirty-
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three per cent gave "congruent" as the, answer. In all proba

bili ty these students did not read the item in its entirety.

Since the f1 rst Part of the hypothesis is similar to the

hypothesis of the familiar congruency theorem, they assumed

it to be the congruency theorem and hastened to check the

answer. This led to the response "congruent." These eighty

nine students failed to check the hypothesis accurately.

One hundred sixty-three students did not answer

correctly the item, "Lines are concurrent if they (a) are

everywhere equally distant, (b) intersect in a point,

(c) lie in the same plane, (d) form a triangle." Twenty per

cent gave "everywhere equally distant," thirty-three per

cent gave "lie in the same plane," two per cent gave "form a

triangle, It while five pe r cent omitted the item. It is evi

dent from the distribution of the answers that these students

lacked the knowledge of the meaning of the word concurrent.

Students experience difficulty with certain of the less

common definitions.

An opposite situation existed for the item, "The number

of points a given distance from two in tersecting lines is

(a) two, (b) four, (c) one, (d) any number," in which the per

cent of responses are respectively, eleven, fifty-one, five,

and thirty~three. It will be noted that the incorrect

answer, "any number ," occurred frequently. These eighty-nine

students probably substituted the word equal for the word

given, thus reading the item, "points ~yd1stan:t: from,"

instead of, "points agiven distance from,·t This is another
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six per cent gave the incorrect
1411'gave the incorrec t answer --:r-,

The purpose of the analysis of Section II Was to deter

mine the ability of students to apply computational methods
,

to the solution of geometric problems. This section of the
" .

test consisted of fifteen geometrical problems each of Which
I

could be solved by algebra and arithmetic if the student knew

the geometric. law or fact on which to base his solution.

Each problem was analyzed by checking and listing all the

answers given by the two hundred seventy-one students. From

this list the number who gave the correct answer was deter

mined, also the frequency with which the incorrect answers

occurred. For example in the problem, "If' the circumference

Of a circle 1s increased by 14 inches, Qy how much is the

radius increased? Express the answer in terms offf ",

14thirty'!-fi ve students gave the correct answe r, a-. A study

of the li st of incorrect answers revealed that the answer
14 14'17'
-=;r- occurred, sixteen times, the answer -.r- occurred six

times and that eighty-nine other answers were given. One

hundred twenty-four did not give an answer to the problem.

These tabulations were changed to per cents by diViding the

frequency of each by two hundred seventy...one, the total num-

ber of papers. The results of the analysis of this problem
14then read, thirteen per cent gave the correct answer 271' ,

14
answer ,~, two per cent

thirty-three per cent gave

other answers, fat'ty-six per cent did not give an answer.

The complete record of this analysis is given in

Table III. ~e illustration given above is the first problem



TABLE VI

THE ~RE'4UENCY OF OCCuRRENCE AND PER CENT OF OCCURRENCE
OF '!HE CORRECT ANSWERS, AND OTHER ANSWERS WHICH

WERE GIVEN FREQ.UENTLY j TO SECTION TWO,
GEOMETRIC PROBLEIviS

Answers Given and Per Cent Per Cent
Problem . Rank Per Cent of Freauency of other

Ans. % Ans. % Ans. % Answers Omitted
,

10. It the circumference of a circle
is inoreased by 14 inches, by
how muoh is the radius increased?

*14/2'1i 14'11/4EXpress answer in terms of '11 ••• 1 13 14/-rT 6 2 33 46
7. The sides of a triangle are 10,

12, and 16 inohes, respectively.
How long is the altitude to the

*7.510~gest side? ••••••••.••••••••• 2 19 8 4 6 2 32 43
3. A seoant and a tangent drawn to

a oircle from an external point
form an angle of 200 • If one arc
intercepted on the circle is 70~ 30 119 50

~

*110how large is the other arc? •••• 3 42 --- 3 90 2 29 24
13. If the aJ.titude of an equilater-

12 V3a1 triangle is 18 inches, how
long is the side of the triangLe? 4 *-- 48 6V3 4 36 2 21 25

2. If the acute angles of aright
triangle are each 450 and one
side 1n.cluding the rightangle
is b, what is the hypotenuse in

5.5 *b 12 55 2b2 8 2b 4 26 7terms of the side b? ••..•••• 0 ••
14. One angle of a rhombus is 120 •

If the shorter diagonal is 12
inches, find the side of the -
rhombus? .. '.................• ,. •• 5.5 *12 55 24 3 10 1 17 24

·*Correct Answers.
(jJ
(jJ



TABLE VI. (Continued)

5. How tar. from the center of a
circle with a radius of '13
inches is a chord 24 inches long? 7.5 *5 57 2 10 1 3 ~6 '14

12. What is the area of a square
inscribed in a circle whose
radius is 6 inches? •••••••••••• 7.5 *72 57 36 6 144 5 24 8

8. If one side ot a square is s ,
find the length 0 f the diagonal

*s va ~ 2£12
in terms of s? ••••••••••••••••• 9 67 4: 3 22 4

15. One angle ora triangle is twice
13 11/13the second and the third is five 112.5 2x

times the second. How large is 2/5 27 9/13 5x
each an.gle? .................... 10.5 *22.5 79 138 2/13 4 Y 1 9 '1

6. The bases of a trapezoid are 16
and 27 inches, respectively. How
long is the line joining the
mid-points of the non-parallel

*21.5sides? ......................... 10.5 79 22.5 3 22 1 9 8
11. Ons angle of a right triangle is

30 • How long i sthe hypotenuse
in terms of the shorter leg, b,

12 *2b b2 1 3b 1 11of the triangl.e? ••••••••••••••• 82 5
9. The base of a triangle is 20

inch es. How long is the segme nt
joining the mid-poin ts of the

*10other two sides? ••••••••••••••• 13 85 15 1 13 1/3 1 3 10
4. If the vertex angle of an i,s:)~e-

les triangle is three times as
large as the base angle, how 108 25 5/7 30
many degrees in each angle of 36 77 1/7 30
the triangle? •••••••••••••••••• 14 *36 86 77 1/7 3 90 1 8 2

1. If two angle s are complementary
and one is 100 larger than the 40 85 65
other. how larbte is each aIlB:le? 15 *50 91 95 3 95 2 4

....n_ ___-~ Ir __ -
~
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listed in the table. The first column, of the table gives the

problem as it appeared in the test, the second column the

rank according to difficulty. The first problem listed was

considere d the most difficult and given th e rank of one since

it was answered correctly by th~ small est numre r of the

students. The last problem in the table was answe'ired cor

rectly by the larges t number of students and there fore was

considere d the easiest and givan a rank of fifteen. The

other problems range between these according to the per cent

of correot answers. The remainder of the table shows t}),

"Answers Givan and Per Cent of Frequency, It "Per Cent of

Oth er Answer stl and "Per Can t Omit ted."

A study of the incorreot answers of frequent oocurrence

Will reveal certain diffioulties Whioh the student exper

ienoed in solving the problems. The six per cent who ob

tained the answer, ~. to the first problem in the table very

likely confused the formulas for area of a circle and cir

cumference of a cirole. If the formula, '1f"r is used, the

solution to the equation, --rrr • 14 iS~. This is not a

difficulty experienced by a large number but it is one which

teachers must anticipate. Since in this same problem,

forty-siX per cent omitted it and thirty-three gave other

answers, it is evident that the most general difficulty ex

perienced was the lack of the knowledge of how to set up the

equatiOns in the two situa tions and compare them. The
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correot solution is as follows:

First 'Cirole Second Cirole

C =2"1f'r G • 14 = 2'11' r 1

C 1 C + 14
r.~ r =27 a:;r

Comparing these values of r and r l we see
14

that the inorease in the radius is 2:1f.

In the problem, nIf the aoute angles of a right tri

angle are eaoh 45
0

and one side inclUding the right angle is

b, wha tis the hypotenus e in terms of the side b?tt, eigb,t
2

per cent gave 2b as the answer. These twenty student s

solved the problem cOITectly to the last step but forgot to
2

find the square root of 2b. Thi s type of error is due to

oareless and hasty methods of work. These students no doubt

reasoned the square on one side is b2 , the square on the

other side is b
a, the sum of the two is 2b2, hence the hy

potenuse is 2b
2

• If they had been taught to organize their

work by using cOlliplete statements for each step, such errors

would no t occur. For example he d they wri tten b2 ... b2 = c 2 ;
2 2.r.:::- 2

c • 2b ; c ., b"2; the presence of c Would have called

attention to the fact that the hypotenuse is the square

root of the sum of the squares on the other two sides.

It is interesting to note the peculiar reasoning of

students when they are not sure of the solution. In the

problem, "How far fr.mm the center of a circle with a radius

of 13 inches is a chord 24 inches long?", ten per cent gave

2 as the answer • They oompared the chord With the diameter,

henoe 26 minus 24 is 2. Three per oent gave one as the
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similar meanings.

In the prob~em, "One angle of a triangle is twice the

second and the third is five times the second. How large is

each angle?l1, four per cent obtained the answers 13 11/13,

.27 9/13,138 2/13. These answers are correct if X is the

first angle, 2X the se cond and lOX the third. However, this

is not the correct representation of the angles, because the

problem states that one angle is twice the second, hence X

is the second angle and 2X the first. The third angle,

which is five times the second, therefore is 5X. This type

of error is caused by one of two things--the student ei ther

did not read the problem carefully enough, or failed to

write thepreliminar,y statements of-the problem such as, let

X equal the second angle, 2X equal first angle, 5X equal the

third angle. We need to teach students to be more explicit
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in their solutions. Many such errors can be avoided if all

details of the solution are written on paper.

On the average, sixty-one per cent 0 l' the answers to

the fifteen problems were correct. This may represent an ac

complishxoent ratio for this section of the test. It can be

noted at this point that since the average of section one was

seventy-eight, students show lower ability in problem solu

tion than in mastery of ooncepts and definitions.

Summary of type errors revealed by the above analysis:

1. Students frequently forget minor details in the

solution of a problem.

2. There is a tendency to mis s pro blems.. which invo 1ve

difficult algebraic equations.

3. Although the theorem of Pythagoras is used frequen t

ly, students lack the ability to use it as a means

to the solution of the more difficult problems.

4. As a means of self defense, students pretend to have

thought through a problem although they areiconscious

that the solution is wrong. The assigning of credit to

work that is incorrect encourages students to do this.

5. Frequently errors are made by attempting tQ omit

certain important steps.

The section of the test devoted to construction was

analyzed by examining each construction. The constructions

were classified into three groups, namely, correct in all

details, correct in only certain details and wrong in all

details. The frequency in eaoh group was ch§nged to per



cent by dividing by two hundred seventy-one. For example

the exercise, "Construct the locus of vertex A of a right
,

triangle having BC as hypotenuse," ninety-eight construc-

tions or" thirty-eight per cent were correct in all details,

one hundred eleven or forty-one pe r cent correct in only

certain details, and sixty-two or twenty-three per cent

wrong in all details.

The oomplete record of this analysis is given in

Table VII. The exercises were ranked as in other sections.

The footnotes explain the particular detail in which the

construotion was wzong.
-

A study of the data given in Table VII reveals the fact

that a significant err,or made in construction exeroises is

the omission of parts of the construction. For example in

the most difficult exercise, "Construct the locus of vertex

A of a right triangle having Be as hypotenuse," thirty-six

per cent were correct in all details and forty-one per cent

correct in only certain details. Since the forty-one per

cent who drew a semicircle instead of a circle knew the fun-

damental theorem involved in the construction and was able

to apply it to the solution of the exercise, we can see that

seventy~seven per cent, thirty-siX plus forty-one, knew how

to make the construotion. The same is true of th e exercise J

"Construct the locus of points at distant ~ from the oircle

Whose center is M. tt A high peroentage knew how to make the

construction, al though fifty-two per cent omitted part of

the construction. Other illustrations may be cited to verify
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• One hundr~d twelve students, or 41%, constructed a semi
oircle having a diameter BC. There were cases in which this
semicircle was drawn above the line, and others in which it
was drawn below the line. This group did not comprehend the
fact that for the locus to include all the points which
satisfy the condition, it must inolude the whole circle.

J One hundred thirty..nine drew the outer circle but did not
draw the inner circle. Two drew the inner circle but did not .
draw the outer oircle. This represents 52% who did not draw
the oomplete.locus.

i TwentY~Six,:or 10%, made the construction but were unable
todesoribe the steps taken in making the constnuotion

10

23

45

55

50

31

28

Per Cent
Wrong in
all
Detaiis

1.41

~52

;jlO

Per Cent
Correct
in only
Certain
Details
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36

45

45

50

Per Cent
CClrrect

Rank in all
Details

Problem

M. • • • . • . • . • . . . • . . • • . • . . • • • 2

2. Construct the locus of
vertex A of a right tri
angle having BC as
hypotenuse. • • . . . . . • • . • • • . • 1

g. Construct the locus of
points at distant £ from
the circle whose center is

TABLE VII

PER CENT OF CORRECT AND INCOR.RECT RESPONSES
TO SECTION THREE, CONSTRUCTION EXERCISES

6. Construct the locus of the
midpoints of all chords,
in circle P, equal to XY.
Descri be steps taken...... 3.5

7. Construct a circle., outs1de
of triangle ANG, and tan
gent to the three lines
Ar, Al, and NG •••••••••..• 3.5

8. Construot a line tha t shell
be tangent to circle C and
perpendicular to line 1... 5

4. Construot the locus of the
vertices of triangles
above AB haVing AB as the
base and area equal to the
area of ABM. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6

3. Divide the right angle AMR
into three equal parts.... 7
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taken.

· TABLE VII. (Continued)

5. Construot two oiroles tan-
gent internally and Wifh

8 75 '15 10radii equal to rand r •••
1. Looatea point whioh is

equidistant from the three
poin ts, A, R, and S••.•••• 9 96 4

The first theorem of Seotion IV was, "An angle insoribed

this oonclusion. There is a definite tendenoy for students

, Forty, or 15%, drew two oiroles tangent externally instead
of internally.

to omit parts of the oonstruotion, although they know the

theorems that are involved and the fundamental steps to be

The tendenoy for students to oonfuse the meaning of

similar words is again sho~ in the results fbund in the

exeroise, "Construot two oiroles tangent internally and with

radii equal to £ and r'." No doubt those who drew the

oiro1es tangent externally oould have drawn the oiroles tan

gent internally had they not confused the meaning of the two

words.

students experienoe some diffioulty in desoribing the

steps taken even though they oan make the oonstruotion. This

is shown by the faot that in the exeroise, "Construot the

loous of midpoints of all ohords in cirole P, equal to XY.

Desoribe the steps taken," ten per oent who made the oonstrue

tion were unable todesori be what they did.

62.9% of all the oonstruotions were oorreot in all

details. ~erefore, 62.9% re present"s the aooomplishment

ratio for; this seotion of the test.



was, "Prove that any median of a triangle is less than half

the perimeter. n A drawing ofa triangle with one median was

! given. The two segment s of the side to will ch the median was
~
I
1
.~
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in a cirole is equal in degrees to halt the intercepted arc. tt

This is theorem a39, page 155 in the state adopted text. The

students were more or less familiar with this theorem since

they had studied it as one o~ the formal demonstrations in

the book. All those who a ttempted the pro of use d the synthet

ic method. Eighty-one or thirty per cent of the proofs were

satisfactory. One hundred seventy-nine or sixty-six per cent

of the proofs were not satisfactory. Eleven students omitted

the theorem. This record is given in Table VIII. It is

entered under synthetic method as exercise one. The fifth

theorem, nThe bisector of the four angles of a rectangle

form a square, tt was also proven by use of the synthetic

method. This theorem was taken from a list of review exer-

cises found in the text. Since this mayor may mt have been

solved in class the student s no doubt were less familiar wi th

it than with the first one. However, thirty-four per cent

ot the proofs were satisfactory. This is a slight increase

over the per cent correct in the first one. Sixty pe r cent

of the proofs were not satisfactory and five per cent mre

omitted. The averages of these re sults are given in the third

column of Table VIII.

The second and sixth theorems were prcnen by the use of

the algebraic method. Students were lea d to use thi s method

because ot the nature of the theorems. The second theorem
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drawn were each labeled ie, the other sides!. and ~ respec

tively, the median m. This arrangement made it very easy

for the student to write the two i~equalit~es,

m < b + ic
By finding the stun of the two ineqta1ities and dividing through

by 2 the following ~1t:y was obtained.

m < t(a + b + c)

Only twenty-eight of the students were able to do this.

Sixty per cent of the proofs were not satisfactory. Nine per

cent omitted the theorem. The other theorem involving the

algebra ic method was, "The area of a trapezoid is equal to

half the product of the altitude and the sum of the bases."

This is theorem 274, page 185 in the state adopte d text. It

is one Wi th whiqh they were very familiar, having worked it

as a class demonstration in plane geometry. Fifty-two per

cent of the proofs were sa tisfactory, forty~one per cent not

satisfactory and nine per cent omitted.

The fourth theorem, ttTwo lines perpendicular to the same

line a're parallel," required the use of the indirect method.

t This is corollary 111, page 6g in the s ta te adopt ed text, and
~

is one wi th which they should have been familiar. However,

only twenty~fiva per cent 0 f the proofs were satisfactory.

Seventy per cent were not satisfactory. Five per cent

omitted the theorem.

The th~rd theorem, "If two medians of a triangle are

equal, the triangle 1sisosceles," required the use of the
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analytic method. The folloWing infor~tion was given to this

theorem:

statement of theorem: If two medians of a triangle

are equal, the triangle is isosceles.

Given triangle ABC with EX and CY medians toAC and

AB, respectively.

To prove that triangle ABC is isosceles.

state the steps you would use for an analytic proof.

Proof:

1. ABC is isosceles if I can prove AB:AC, since an

isosceles triangle has two equal sides by definition.

2.

Only thirty stUdents, or eleven per cent, were able to give a

satisfactory proof 1D this theorem by the analytic method.

Ten per cent ignored the direction's and the form of ruling,

and attempted to use the synthetic method. Sixty per cent

attempted to use the analytic method but were unable to work

out a satisfactory proof. Nineteen per cent omitted the

theorem.

£. study of Table VIII shows that the algebraic method

is best understood. The synthetic method ranks just a little

below the algebraic method. However, since the sixth theorem

was an easy theo rem and one With Which they were very famil

iar, having studied it just prior to the examination, and

furthermore, si~ce the results on the other theorem, which

involves the algebraic method, are much lower, we are prob

ably-justified in saying tha t the algebraic and synthetic



methods are equally well understood. It is signi ficant that

the algebraic method is understood by a large group of

students. It means that a definite effort is being made to

tie up the work of algebra and geometry. The method of

j g1Ving formal proo fs can be develope d directly from some

, ,it
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TABLE VIII

SECTION FOUR, FORMAL PROOFS

,
Method of Proof

Synthetic Alge'braic Indirect Analytic

Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex.
,

1 5 1&5 6 2 6&2 4 3

Proof Satisfactory 30% 34% 32% 52% 28% 40% 25% 11%

Proof not Satis-
factory 66 60 63 41 60 51 70 60

Omitted 4 6 5 7 12 9 5 19

Proof Attempted by
10~Another Method

s1mple algebraic statements. The results of this new angle

of approaoh is shown here by the fact that students are able

to use the algebraic method.

Since the synthetic method is used in many demonstra

tions in the book, we might expect students to show greater

ability to use it than other methods less frequently used

in the text. However, this tendency is not so noticeable

sinoe students show only a fair degree of abili ty to use the

synthetio method.

The indireot method occurs here in third place. It was

pointed out earlier in the dis.cussion that the indirect
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method of reasoning is important in that we discover the

solution to many·problems of life by indirect reasoning. We
, ,

find only one-fourth of the students entering this contest

are able'to write a satisfactory indirect proof. Greater

emphasis must be placed on the teaching of the indirect

Table IX gives the record of the same type of analysis

as Table VIII except that it represents only fifty of the

best papers. It should be noted that although the percen

tages of satisfactory proofs are somewhat higher, the 1bur

methods hold about the same order.

Table X shows the order of accomplishment of students

in the four major objectives in geometry, namely, the



Figure 1. The comparison of the ability of'

st1ldents. to use the methods of formal proof.
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TABIE IX

SECTION ]QUR, FORMAL PROOFS. ~ RESULTS
·'ON THE FIFTY BEST PAPERS

Method of Proof

Synthetio Algebraic Indirect Analytic

Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex.
1 5 1&.5 6 2 6&.2 4 3

Proof Satisfactory 76% 60% 68% 72% 62% 67% 42% 34%

Proof not Satis-
factory 24 36 30 28 36 32 58 54

Omitted 4 2 2 1 6

Proof Attempted by
6~)Another Method

ability to acquire the necessary concepts, the ability to

solva construction exercises, the abili ty to solve algebraic

probiems and the abili ty to gi ve formal proofs. The per cent

of correct responses for each section of the test is recorded

in the seoond column of the table. The relat ionships are

TABLE X

PER CENT OF ACCOMPLSHMENT ON EACH OF
nIE FOUR SECTIONS OF THE TEST

Section of the Test Per Cent of Correct Responses
I Informational Exercises 78.8

II Problem SolVing 61

III Construction Exercises 62.~

IV Formal Proofs 30



also shown by Figure 2.

Table X reveals the fact tha t students are high in their

ability to acquire the fundamental concepts and definitions

of geometry. They are somewhat lower in their abili ty to

solve problems and do construction exercises. It is grat

ifying to find that students know the geometric concepts,

because success in all other phases of geometry depend on

knowledge of definitions, axioms, theorems, corollaries

·1 .and so on. We still are confronted wi th the problem in ge-l

ometry, as in other branches of study, of teaching students

to use the facts and information which they have acquired.

It the fact iato be used in a new ai tua tion, such as the

solution of a given problem, the student is c:anfused. Evi

dence shows tha t students know the f'acts but are unable to

use and aplply th~m in new situations.

Students are very low in their ability to give formal

proofs. It is discouraging to know that on the average only

thirty per cent of our better students are able to write a

satisfactory formal proof. It will have to be admitted that

since .the forlD.a1 proofs were the last part of the test that

the poor re sults on tb.i s section Imy be due somewhat to the

lack of time. After all, how are we gping to teach the

second and fburth objectives as set out in our state course

of study, namely, "To inculca te idea Is 0 l' precision of

thought and 5ta ten:ent" and ftTo analyz-e a complex 5i tua tion

and recognize logical relations in geometry,ft if we do not

teach formal proof? We cannot expect to maintain geometry



of students in the four major ,objectives in

Figur'e 2. The comparison of the ace olllplishment
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in the currioulum if we do not reaoh the major objeotives

on whioh we base ,our defense. The nathematios teaoher must

rally to the ohallenge and resol va to teach fbrIDal proofs

with a new interest and enthusiasm.



VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

ihe aocomplishment of pupils, entering the state geom

etry oont~st in the four major objectives in geometry assume

the following order: (1) abili ty to a'oquire the neoessary

oonoepts,(2) .ability to solve oonstruotion exeroises,

(3) ability to solvealgebraio problems, (4) ability to give

formal proofs. Students are high in their ability to aoquire

the oonoepts and definitions. It is pleasing to find that

students know the geometrio oonoepts beoause suooess in all

other phases of geometry depend on knowledge of definitions,

axioms, theorems, oorollaries and so on. We must strive to

maintain the high standard of aohievement already reaohed in

this phase of geometry•. Students are somewha t lower in abil

ity to solve problems and to ~o oontruotion exeroises. Evi

denoe indicates that students know the geometric faots but

are unable to use and apply them in new situations. Greater

emphasis should be plaoe~ on the teaohing of problems and

oonstruotion exeroises. Students are very low in their abil

i ty to give formal proofs. Soma further study should be made

to ascertain the oause of the partial failure in this phase

of geometry. It may be possible that we are expeoting stu

dents to work out so many proofs that the whole thing leads

r to confusion rather than the mastery of the method of proof.

After all it is the method 0 l' pro of that is important and not

the theorem. It is the method or reasoning that they are

going to retain and use in life.

The algebraio andsynthetio methods are better understood

52
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than the indireot and analytio method. .Although the teaohing

of for.mal proofs in general should be stressed, the teaohing
,

of the indireot and analytio methods need very speoial em-

phasis. The indireot method is important in that we disoover

the solution to many problems of life by indireot reasoning.

Students show very littl e a bili ty to use the anal ytio method.

Evidenoe indioates that this method is not xeoeiving muoh

emphasis. In life we reaoh our oonolusions largely by ana

lytioal reasoning. This type of reasoning is developed by the

analytio method of proof. Sinoe it is a method of disoovery

it oan be taught as a means to the solution 0 f original exer-

oises.

The signifioant errors revealed by the analysis are as

follows:

1. In loous problems students do not oomprehend that all

points that fUlfill the given oondition lie on the

loous. There is a tendenoy to omit part of the loous.

2. Evidenoe shows a laok of aoourate cheok on hypothesis.

3. There is poor knowledge of the less common definitions.

4.,Conolusions are reaohed too hastily. Students laok

the ability to sketoh a problem as a means to asolu

tion.

5. Students frequently forget minor details in the solu

tion of a problem.

6. There is a t endeno y to miss probl ems whioh invo1ve

diffioult algebraic equations.

? Frequently errors are made by attempting to omit
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certain important steps.

8. Although the theorem of Pythagoras is used freQuently,
,

students lack the ability,to use it as a means to the

solution of the more difficult problems.

9. As a means of self defense, students pretend to have

though t through a problem although they are conscious

that the solution is wrong. The assigning of credi t

to work that is incorrect encourages students to do

this.

10. There is a tendency for students to omit parts of the

construction, although they know the theorems that

are involved and the fundamental steps to be taken.

11. StUdents experience difficulty in describing the steps

taken even though they can make the construction.
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Score

points)

the one word or group of words that makes
Draw a line under the right answer and

of that answer in the space at the right.

PART I (each item

•

Identification No.

B. copy or the Test,

INDIANA STATE SECTIONAL PLANE GEO~ETRY TEST 59
1934

If two sides ~f one triangle are equal respeotively to
two sides of another triangle and the included angles
are. supplementary, .t~e trian61es are (1) congruent, (2)
equllateral, (3) slmllar, (4) equal 6

Form A

Directions: Select
the statement true.
then put the number
EXA:,1PLE:

A triangle is determined by (1) one point,
(2) three points, (3) two points, (4) four points .• __3__

Students taking this examination
should be equipped with a straight edge,
compasses, and one or two well-sharpened
pencils. There is no objection to an
examinee being supplied with several
sheets of blank paper for use in making
some experimental analyses.

This 'examination was prepared by
a committee of geometry teachers. It
was devised to require a testing per
iod of two hours. While the committee
was instructed to prepare a test whi~h

no examinee could complete in two hours,
this examination is on~ of power rather
than speed.

4. Two angles of any right triangle are (1) supplementary,
(2) complementary, (3) equal, (4) obtuse.............. 4

5. The locus of all points 1 inch distant from a circle
with a 2 inch diameter is (iT a circle, (2) a line,
(3) two circles, (4) a circle and a ~~int 5 .

1. The locus of points eqUidistant from a given point is
(1) a line, (2) a circle, (3) an angle, (4) a point 00 1

2. In the proportion, alb = alb, the c is called the
(1) fourth proportional, (2) mean prop?rtional, (3)
the third proportional, (4) consequent. ........•...... 2

3. The a~ea of any parallelogram is equal to (1) the sum
of the sides, (2) the product of two sides, (3) the
product of its base and altitude, (4) half the product
of its base and altitude............... 3

t 6.
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7. The complement of an angle of n degrees is equal to
(1) 90C'-'n ,(2) 180°- n, (3) n - 90°,(4) n - 180C.>... 7

17. The number of points a given distance from two inter
secting lines is (1) two, (2) four, (3) one, (4) any
nUll1ber __2.7

15. If two regular polygons have the name number of sides
. they are (1) similar, (2) equivalent, (3) congruent,

(4) I:)er:tagor1.8 ......................................• __15

\

:0

__11

The D1.l.mber of lines required in drawing the medians,
altitUdes, and angle bisectors in an isosceles tri-
angle is (1) five, (2) six, (3) seven, (4) nine...... 20

The areas of two similar trianglen have the same
ratio as (1) their altitudes, (2) their correspond
ing 3ide~, (3) cubes of their corresponding sides,
(4) the squares of their (~orresponding aides ........ __14

The locus of the mid-points of parallel chords in a
~ir01e is (1) a circle, (2) tangents at end points,
(3) perpendicular bisector of one of the chords, (4)
the center of the circle I ••••••••••••••••••• I •••••••

18. A central angle in a circle i~ formed by (1) two se
cants, (2) two chords, (3) a diameter and a tangent,
(4) two radii I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I __2.8

8. If, the proportion,. 7/9= 5/m, has been rearranged to
read 7/5 c :jIm, it has been rearranc>ed by (l)inversion
(2) substitution, (3)'subtractiol'l,(Lt) alternation. I __ 8

9. The mun of all the angles formed on one side of a
line at a given point on the line is (1) a straight
angle, (2) an a0ute angle, (3) a right angle, (4)
360 degrees t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9

16. Two triangles haVing an angle of one equal to an angle
of' the' other and the inclUding sides proportional are
(1)congruent,(2)equilateral,(3)aimilar, (4) equal •.. 16

14.

13. If two lines in a plane are perpendi0ular to the
same line they are (1) parallel, (2) equal, (3) bi-
sected, (4) perpendicular, to each other , I 13

12. The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle
divides the triar:c;le into two triangles that are (1)
isosceles, (2) congruent, (3) similar, (4) equi-
lateral , __12

10. An angle that is nine times as large as its comple
ment is (1) 9°, (2) 1620

, (3) 80°, (4) 810
I ••••••••

19. If two angles of one triangle are eq~al respectively
to two angles of another triangle, the trianales are
(1) similar, (2) congruent, (3) equilateral,(4)equal. 19

", 20.
-".



27. A polygon with six equal sides is called a (a) dec-
agon, (b) octagon, (c) pentagon, (d) hexagon 27

61

28

34

24-

Page 3

The acute angle formed by the hands of the clock at
2:00 P.M. is (a) 30°, (b) 45°, (c) 60°, (d) 90°

The supplement of an angle of 86 degrees is (a) 4°,
(b) 94°, (c) 104°, (d) 184° .

An inscribed angle is formed by (a) two radii (b)
two chords interse~ting within the circle, (c~ two
secants intersecting outside the circle, (d) two
chords intersecting on the circumference .•..........

When the shadow of a flag pole is longer than the
pole itself, the sun's rays strike the earth at an
angle of (a) less than 45°, (b) 45°, (c) more than
45°, (d) 90° •......................................

28.

34.

The sum of the interior angles of a polygon equals
(a) two straight angles, (b) two right angles, (0)
(n - 2) right angles, (d) (n - 2) straight angles .. 25

26. If a proportion ,min = vlw, has been rearranged to
read wlv = nlm, it has been rearranged by (a) sub
st i tut ion, (b) inversion, (c) alt ernat ion, (d)
subtraction............ 26

35. A circle may be inscribed in any (a) triangle, (b)
quadrilateral, (c) pentagon, (d) hexagon •........... 35

21.- The median of a triangle divides the triangle into
two triangles that. are (a) isosceles, (b) equal,
(c) congruent, (d) equilateral •..................... 21

22.' The locus of all points a given distance from a given
line segmen~ is (a) two parallel lines, (b) two semi
circles, ' (c) two circles, (d) two parallel line seg-
ments and two semicircles ..........................• 22

29. One third of a straight angle is (a) 90 degrees, (b)
120 degrees, (c) 30 degrees, (d) 60 degrees •....... 29

. 30. The locus of the hub of a wheel turning on a level
straight-away is (a) two lines, (b) a circle, (c)
a straight line, (d) several circles •............... 30

31. The number of triangles that can be constructed on a
fixed·base MN, with an altitude of six inches is
(a) one,(b) two, (c) none, (d) an indefinite number. 31

32. The area of the largest triangle that can be inscribed
in a semicircle whose radius is '1" is (a) 1'2, (b) 1'3
(c) 2 1'2, ,(d) 2 1'3 •••..•••••.......•.•....•••••.••. __32

33. Lines are concurrent if they (a) are everywhere
equally distant, (b) intersect in one point, (c) lie

,. in the same plane, (d) form a triangle.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
~.

23.

~
24.

~

i
I 25.,
I



5. How far from the center of a circle with a radius of
13 inches is a chord 24 inches long? (points)..... 5

1. If two angles are complementary and ope is 10° larger
than the other, how large is each angle? (points).. 1

2. If the acute angles of a right triangle are each 45°
and one side including the right angle is b, what is
the hypotenuse in terms of the side b ? (points) .. , 2

3

62
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total points)

Page 7

PART II:: (

tangent drawn to a circle from an
form an angle of 20°, If one arc
the circle is 70 0

i how large is the
points) ,.

7.·The sides of a triangle are 10, 12, and 16 inches,
respectively. How long is the altitude to the
longer side,? ( points). . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

4, If the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is three
times as large as the base angle, how many degrees in
each angle of the triangle? ( points) ,

3. A secant and a
external point
intercepted on
other arc? (

6. The bases of a trapezoid are 16 and 27 inches, re
spectively. How long is the line joining the mid-
points of the non-parallel sides? ( points)...... 6

Directions: Solve the follow~nG exercises and write your answers
on -the proper spaces to the right. Answers involving radicals
should .be left in rationalized form. Use tne space below each
exercise for'computation and drawings if you so desire.



12. What is the area of a square inscribed in a circle
whose radius is 6 inches? ( points) •......... 12

Page 8

8. If one side of a square is s, find the length of
the diagonal in terms of s" ( point s) .

9. The base of a tTiangle is 20 inches. How long is
t-he segment joining the mid-points,,'of the other
two sides? ( points) .

10. If the circumference of a circle is increased by
14 inches, by how much is the radius increased?
Express the answer in terms of TI. ( points) ....

11. One angle of a right triangle is 30°. How long
is the hypotenuse in terms of the shorter leg,b,
of the triangle? ( points) .

13. If the altitude of an equilateral triangle is 18
inches, how long is the side of the triangle?
( points) •....................................

14. One angle of a rhombus is 120°. If the shorter
diagonal is 12 inches~ find the side of the
rhombus? ( points) .

15. One angle of a triangle is twice the second and
the third is five times the second. How large is
each angle? ( points) .

8

____ 9

____10

____,ll

____13

____14

15-----

63
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R

C
----~

B

M

.R

A.

._- .. _-_.. _._ ....._-_.....' .. _._..

.S

2., Construct the locus of vertex A of a right triangle having BC
as hypotenuse. ( 10 points)

·lQ Locate a point which is equidistant from the three points, A, n,
and S. (10 points )

3. Divide the right angle AMli. into three equal parts, ( 10 points)

Page 4

PARTIU ( total points

. CONSTHUC'I'ION Alm LOCUS PI,WI3I}';MS

'~~e f~i~~~~~r~~~~1;u~i~~:. s t~~~~h~lid~~C~~d l i~~;a,~~~s ~~ rn~~k~~~ ded
~n the drawings. Le~ter your constru6ti;ons very plf-linly. Do not
:4escribe the~'onstructions unless asked tq do so •

. I
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D
e-"-

Page 5

x. y

Describe the steps taken in making this construction.

r

r'

Construct the locu~ of the vertices of triRngles above AD h~vin~
AB as the base and PTe8., equal to the n.rea o~.' ADM. ( 10 points )

6. Construct the locus of the midpoints of all chords, in circle P,
eQual to XY • (15 points )

5. Construct two circles tEmgenet internally and wi th radii equRl
to rand r' • (10 points )



, 66
, and tangent to the

,"

I,

.~-~~--~. -
L

8. Construct 8, line thFl,t sho,ll be t8.n,;ent to circle C and p8rpenf:'l!; 1~11~,

dicular to line 1. ( points)'

9. Construct the locus of points
center is M. ( points)

/
/'

.,.----...-.- .......
,

\
\
\

/ /./'

./
/

./
./

./
/

at distance d from the circle whose

d

.. .-'- . _ .....

"",

\



----------------------------------------

6?

Reasons

--------

totr,l points

2.

1.

Page 9

PART IV (

PROOFS

---_._-

Statements

._----_.----

---_._-_._------

----------

To prove

2.

Construct

1.

Given

Proof

1. An angle inscribed in a circle is equal in degrees to h8.lf the
intercepted arc. ( points)

.Directions: In each ~f·the following problems you are to make a proof.
Your proof must be clear p concise and comple tu to be acceptnble.
Number each stntement and the corresponding reason. The blanks are
to aid you inwritingp but the number of b.lanks does not ir.dicate
the number of steps in the proof.
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since an isosceies

._-----------
------------

ReG\.sons

A

A

\C~ '~:~13,

Page 10

-_.._---

statements

__...L.-...__.

To prove

Given ---

triangle has two equal sides by deffnition.

To prove that triangle ABC is isosceles.

Proof

1. ABC -is isosceles if I can prove AB = AC

Proof

Given triangle ABG with BX and CY
medians to AC and AB respectively.

state the steps you would use for an
analytic proof.

2. Prove tha.t a.ny median of a triangle is less than half the perimc:ter.
( points)

,~. If two medians of a triangle are equal the triangle is isosceles.
( points)
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.P

69

D

____ J3

form a squ~re.

A' t/?f H

"'V I

/~
------.,;------~ G

Reasons

y

x
c __-+_

y/
/

F / m
Roasons

of are c t rmg1e
E~iJ'

~

1.

2.

same line are parnllel.

statements

--_._--------------

To prove

1. Assumo that AB and CD are

To prove

Given

Proof

Two lines perpendicular to the
( points) .

Proof statements

Use the indirect method of proof.
Number yot'i.r statements and reCl.sons_

Given

5. Thc bisectors of the fcur angles
( points)
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~ I ._

R,]Q.s ons

._-----------_._._-

-------

Statements

------------_._-_._-----_.._---_._-

Petgo 12

.Tho o..reCi..of il -trapezoid_ is equal to h<..... lf tho product of the
801 ti tudiJ and the sum of the b~ses. ( :poin ts )

'I/~"'~-"--'--b----~_'\R" .--- .... ~--

/
T./

I

_5_ .._._ .----...--.. --.. -----------.-_.----,- --~;._-\ S -,
b'

To prove

Given

Proof
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o. Direotion for Sooring and Keys

Direotions for Sooring

The Seotional Plane Geometry Test

Part I----Eaoh item in Part I should be soored 3 points when

oorreotly solved. V/hile the direotions on the

examination oalled for underlining the oorreot

word or phrase in addition to writing the oorrect

"letter" on the blank at the right, only the

"letter tf soo res should be oonsi dered.

Part II---Eaoh oorrect answer in Part II has been assigned

an indiVidual possible s90re. In oases where

there are two or more answers, the points for that

exercise should be divided equally among the parts.

Part III--Eaoh item or exeroise in P~rt III has been

assigned an individual possible soore. In Exer

oise 6 construction and desoription should eaoh

oount 10 points. In Exeroise 8 only one tangent

is required for full credit.

Part IV---The !DO st difficult part to score is Part IV.

Eaoh proof has been assigned 30 points. It is

essential in Exeroises 3 and 4 of Part IV tba t the

types of proof required be submitted if credit is

to be granted. The purpose of the examination is

to measure ab ili ty to use various methods 0 f proof.

Partial oredi t in the solution of each exerc is e
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should be g:i.ven fo r ea ch correct statement~

a9c omp~nj"ed by a sound reason. The follow ing sug

gestions are made concerning partial credit for an

unfinished proof.

(1) Allow not more than 25 points credi t for any

incomplete proof.

(2) Allow 3 points for each correct statement. To

illustrate in Exercise 1, allow

3 points for correct "Given"

3 points for correct "To prove It

3 points for correct "Cons truct tt

3 points for each correct step in the proof

when accompanied by a sound reason.

(3) An excep tion to the above should be made in

Exercis e 3 in which analysis is required. Here

35 points is allowed for a complete analysis.

Allow 25 points for an unfinishe d proof in case

the pupil give s unques tiona ble evidence that

he understands what an analytic proof is. For

anything less than evidence of understanding

this type of proof c.ertainl,y no oredi t should

be allowed.



ey for Parts I and II

Part Part II

1. b 1. 4~ 50
b b 2

~. c 0, 110
4. b 4. 36, 36, 108

d b. 5
6. d 6. 21.5
7. a 7. 7rt-8. d 8. 5 2

a 10
10. d 10. 14/2'fi
1l. c 1l. 2b
12. c l' . 72
1 · a 1 . 12v3
14. c 14. 12
15. d 15. 22.5, 45, 112.5
16. c
17. b
1 • a
1 • d
2 · c
21. b

a
2' • c
24. b

5. d
26. b
2? d
2 • d
2 • d
30. c

d
a
b
a

35. a
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R

.R

I

Page 4

PART -II (total points .l2Q__ )

COl-S'l'HUCTION Aim LOCUS PH()BV~MS

------------ .-_... _.- - - -"----' -'.._-.

Directions: You are t.o ltse straight edge 8.nd COlTIjJEJSS8S in J1."1,king
the following, constructions. ShoyoJ' 8.11 c~,rcs 9 lines rmd ,?oints neec'led
in the drawings. Letter your constructions very pl~inly. Do not
describe the constructions unless asked to do so.

- .

2. Construct the locus of vertex a right triangle having Be
as hypotenuse. ( 10 points

3. Divide the right angle AMLi, i three equal parts. ( 10 points)

-1. Locate a point which is equidistant from the three J.?oints 9 A, R 9
and S. (10 points )
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tnt

qU8,l

XYin

in circle P,

et1

Page 5

Y----I

,. Draw a 1role witboenter P and J'ad1u ~.

2. Drop a per-p"uiioul r from center 'of airel. to XY,

1. Draw mor4 qual to Xl.

l'

x"---

r!

Describe the steps tqken in making this construction.

6. Construct the locus of the midpoin"t's of
equal to XY • (15 points ) I

4. Construct the. locus 0::: the vertices of tri::m(~les above AB ]18.ving
AB as the base and area equal to the ~rea 0: ABI • ( 10 points)

./
5. Construct two circles tRngenet internall~

tor ::Ind r! • (10 }J 0 in t s ) ,/
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76
, and tangent to the

d from the circle whose

toe i r c18 C ,'1.n c1

,
/

I

\

.....

(-t----:-~
\
\ ,

'." /"'-... ....,.-
-----. - --

P8.ge 6

au tsid.e . of triangle .L\.NG
and. NG. ( 20_points

/xR
,./

G...//
//Z

:,.........
/,-

......

~C

./
/

,/
,/

/
//

,/

locus of ~oints· at dist~nce

( 15 points )

'--- ---

,
" .-., -;: __ ._-4'"

ii

\

d

9. Construct the
center is M!

7~ Construct a circle,
thr:-:e line s AR, AI"
'.

8. Construct R line thRt
dicular to line 1 •



PROOFS

Reasons

ei ther base angle.

t~~ of ~Qsceles is twice

the sums are equal.

...e..q,u..alT the t ria n g 1 e j S .:i.s.cEc.eles .

5. If equals_are added to eQ.uals

4 •.By re,l?eti tion of~teps 1 to 3.

2. If two sides of ~~ngle are

1. Radii of same circle are equal

S ta tCP.1unts

radii QA and OB

An nngle inscribed in a circle is equal in degrees to half the
intercepted nrc. (35 points)

Page 9 77

PART IV ( tot~l points

-----_.--------

1/2 arc AB=:...- _

3. ~MOB=2 ":::'OP~

6. LAOB is measured by arc AB 6. A central angle is measure,d by

its inte rce,Pted arJL

7. 2<APB is measured by arc AB 7. Equals substituted for .eq)lal s.

8. .cAPB 'is measured by t arc AB 8. Diyision ax.iom.

angle A~~~ __

To prove .(.APB is ~easured.....QL

Given Circle O~1-th inscribed

Construct Diameter PM and
:.-:.:=-~--

4. LAOM:2 L APO

5. <AOB=2 <.APB

2. LJ OBP is isosceles

1. OB=OP

Proof

Directions: In ench' of the following problems you are to make a proof.
Your proof m~st be clear, concise and co~pletG to be acceptnble.
Number each st~tement and the cor~esponding renson. The blanks are
to aid you in .. vvr i ting, but the number of blanks doe s no t ir.di cn te
the number of steps in the proof. .



A

\

".C
\

angle is greater than thQ-Jhird.4-

Reasons

A

2. Same as (1). .. _

3. Jf unequals are added to unequals
in the same order, the sums are
unequal in the same order.
If unequals are divided by posi-

4. tive equals~he results are un
equal in the same order.

1. The sunLQJ tw <L s j des 0 fat ri -

CB~B (Identical). XB:YC (Given)

(a.... b ... c)

statements

lm<.z

siae AB ._--------

4. 4XCB::YCB if.c. MCB:: .(MBC

tri~ngle has two equal sides by deffnition.

5. <...MCB=<MBC if..6.CMB is isosceles

6 • ..1 CMB is isosceles since CY=XB, 2/3 CY=2/3_XB and CM-MB

2. AB=AC if I c~n prove .( C. <B, since if two anfU:es of a triangle

are equal the sides opposite are equal.

3. ~C= <B ifL\XCB:..6YCB, since corresponding angles of congruent

t:riangles are ....:e.....::q:.;:u:..,:a:.:.:l:..=-- _

Page 10

To prove that triangle ABC is isosceles.

\
1. ABC·is isosceles if I can prove AB =\ AC ~ since an isosceles

To prove

Proof

Gi ven .d ABC wi til median m to--

Given triangle ABa with BX and CY
medians to AC Rnd AB respectively.

state the steps you would use for ~n

analytic proof.

1. m<.b+ic

Proof

2. m <.. a + ic

3. 2m <a ... b ... c

4. ·ni<i (a ... b ... c)

2. Prove that any mediari of a triangle is less than half the perimeter.
(30 points )

3. If two medians of a triangle are equal the triangle is isosceles.
( 35 points )



."""
~____C z~ G

Reasons

D

- ASA
iden tical·

leach is ~ a right angle
each is t a right angle

y/
/

FlL m

? ASA
(1 )

.( 2)
(3 )

4.· Substitution axiom.

3. Solve (3) for<FAG

5. ~epetition of steps 1 - 4.

6. A quadrilateral having, thr~e~e _

right angles is a rectangle!

1 •.Each is..~t a right angle.

2. Sum of <s of a triangle is 180
0

3. GiJI.fllJ-O r by b ¥Po t be s is

4. Erom a point witbout a line one
and only one perpendicular can
.he drawn to tb e Ii ne.

1. There are two possibilities
eJ.ther AB and CD are or are
not parallel.-_. ----------
Two lines in the same plane and

2. not parallel will have one and
only one point of intersection.

sta tements

---------------

4 •.This is impossi ble and". CD

and AB are parallel.

2. 1he!.1. AJ?~nd_.Q.Q..!V_ill IDee t as

some pointP

3. !rom poi~t P we now have two

lines perpendicular to XY

1. Assumo that AB and CD are

? AFAG ~ 4ECH
(1) EH - FG
(2) <. t =<z =
(3) <:. W =",m =

2. <FAG ~ m ~ z =1800

3. <FAG 1800 - (m ... z)
.~

4. <FAG - 900-
5. <ADC =~ABC - 900

6. .. ADCB is'a rectangle

Page 11 r.79
'.

4. Two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.
( 35 points )

C ,D
Given CD.-LXY and AB-LXY ......

X

...£QJlAB
',,-,P

To prove ...-....-....-

Use the indirect method of proof. PL.' __B'

Number ymxr statements and reasons., y

Proof statements I Reasons

Proof

1. < II1:: < z:45°

5. The bi se ctors of the four angles of a re c t8>ngle f ormR squ;=t,re.

~i3v:nP,:::::n~leEFGH with angle E.~ A t;?! H
bisectors EC, FA,_GB, HC

To prove DCRA is a square



8. ".AF = EC 8. Correspon di ng sides of con-

grue n t t rian gle s •

9. <x =-cy = 45 0 9. Each is half a right angle.

10. FD = ED 10. If two angle s of a triangle

are equal, the si des opposi te

are equal.

11. AF FD = EC - ED 11. Subtraction axiom.

12.• AF - FD - AD 12. From figure.-- -
EC - ED I: DC

13. AD = DC 13. Q.uanti ties equal to equal

quan titi es are equal to each

other.

and ADCB is a 14. If a rectangle bas two

square adj acent sides equa.l, it is

a square.



.~

j

the

,-----

_ I -_

-------_.__._.

the sums are eQual.

RO:l..sons

writ~en in factored form.

the product Qf its b~se an~d __

hei gp. t •---------

1. The area of a triangle is half

2. Same as (1 L
3. If eQuals are added to eQuals

4. Because t hb ~ t hb' can be

S to. t0me n ts

Given ~ra~zoid TS~with bases b' and b, and altitude h-----------
To prove that trapezoid TSRM - t (b + b')

Proof

Pngc l~

6. -.The o..reo.. of a trapezoid is equFl.l to h~'..lf the product of
8.1titudl.) .:tnd the sum of the b.?ses. (30points)

, ~'-..c::-::=-- --b------.-.-.-.'\H: - -- .-.....- i

~~ Ih, /
i/

T.,.< ::...._-..... -_._-...._--.. _.....- -.---.-----~.- :~-..::. \ S -_.
b'

2. Area of lI.MRS = t hb

3. Are a--.Q.L~SM!1 e! t hb .,. t hb '

qonstruct di~onal MS

1. Are a 0 ~~Ivu..[T....SoL-.;=",,---~~~h..:.b:....' --:-_
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